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Abstract. Based on Lekhnitskiis elastici~y theory [l], the formulae of gener~lized plane 
strain state for the torsion problem of a prismatic bar are established. By this way, this 
problem in 3 dimensions (3D) is transformed into the problem in 2.5D. Metis models [3] 
constitute a bridge between the classical models in one field and the hybrid models in 
two fields. They have the advantage properties of two parents: the dual and monotonous 
properties of the pure models and the fast convergence of hybrid models. This paper uses 
the metis displacement model to solve the torsion problem of a prismatic bar after transform 
this problem from 3D into 2.5D. The agreement of the results in this method with those in 
exact solution by the analytical method indicated the exactitude of this new model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical (pure displacement and pure equilibrium) models have the dual properties 
and monotonic convergence very interesting. But the convergence of these models is very 
slowly. The hybrid displacement and stress models permit the relaxation of the continuity 
conditions of unknown fields to make easier and more flexible the choice of the hypothesis 
and the numerical development of the finite elements. The convergence of these models is 
generally fast but non monotonous. The metis displacement and stress models have the 
advantage of two parents: the dual and monotonous properties of the pure models and the 
fast convergence of hybrid models. This paper uses the metis displacement model to solve 
the torsion problem ofa prismatic bar. This problem is transformed to the problem with 
geometry in 2D by using Lekhitskii 's elasticity theory. The metis displacement elements 
are used to calculat e the displacement and stress fields of this problem. 
2. TORSION PROBLEM OF A PRISMATIC BAR 
Consider a prismatic bar of unspecified section, 
twisted by couples applied at its ends (Fig. 1). 
Let the origin of the co-ordinates at the higher 
end of the bar and suppose that this higher section 
is prevented from turning; the rotation angle of a 
cross-section is f3 = (), where () is the unit torsion 
angle. Saint-Venant supposes that the deformation 
of the bar consists of: 
l. Rotations of the cross-sections with propor-
tional amplitude to their distance to the end :fixes; 
2. Warping of these sections, which are the 
same for all the sections. 
x 
M, ~z 
Fig. 1. Prismatic bar torsion 
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3. ANALYSIS SOLUTION 
3.1. Relations 
The displacements corresponding to this rotation are: 
u 3D = -{}zy; v 3D = ()zx, (3.1) 
where: u3D and v 3D are the displacement components in 3 dimensions. 
The warping of the cross-sections is certainly proportional to () , thus defined by a 
function of the form: 
w3D = () 'lj;(x, y). (3.2) 
Using displacements supposed (3 .1) and (3 .2)., we can calculate the components of the 
strain, which gives: 
· Ex = Ey = €z = 'Yxy = O; 'Yxz = () ( ~~ - Y) ; 'Yyz = () ( ~~ + X) . (3.3) 
The corresponding components of the stress tensor are: 
<Yx = <Yy = <Yz = Txy = O; Txz = G() ( ~~ - y) ; Tyz = ce ( ~~ + x) . (3.4) 
3.2. Equilateral triangular prismatic bar 
Now consider the torsion of a prismatic bar whose section is an equilateral triangle, 
according to Solomon [2], the form function is in this case: 
(3 .5) 
where: a is the distance from the orthocentre of equilateral triangle to a side of the triangle. 
Introducing (3 .5) into (3.4), we obtain: 
ce 
Txz = -y (x - a), (a) 
Tyz = CJe (x2 -y2 + 2ax) . (b) 
2a 
(3.6) 
4. GENERALIZED PLANE STRAIN STATE OF LEKHNITSKII 
We find simplified solutions of this problem such as in all cross-section, the stress and 
strain state induced by deformation out of this plan, is independent with the position of 
the cut plan. This particular state of stress and strain is qualified generalized plane strain 
state: 
<Yi= <Yi(x, y); Ei = Ei(x, y). 
Lekhnitskii [1] suggests that distribution of the normal strain in the direction z is known 
and imposed by the formula: 
€3 = Ez = e(x, y). 
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This hypothesis allows eliminating the normal stress a z using the third equat ion of the 
Hook's law: 
Ei = SijO'j (i , j = 1, 2, ... , 6). ( 4.1) 
We obtain: (a, /3 = 1, 2, 4, 5, 6) , 
where: 
(4.2) 
After the integration of the compatibility equations, it gives a reduced form of the 
displacement field [ 4]: 
3D X 3z2 
u (x , y , z) = -
2
- + K 5yz + u(x , y) , 
3D K3z2 
v (x , y, z ) = --
2- -
K5xz + v(x, y), 
w3D(x, y, z) = (-X3x + K3Y + c:3)z + w(x, y), 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(4.3) 
where: c~ is the mean strain; K 5 is the warping angle; K3 is the bending curvature in t he 
plan of weak inertia Oyz ; X 3 is the same quantity in the plan of strong inertia Oxz; 3D 
means that 3 dimensions. 
The problem is reduced to a 2.5D problem: 
- The geometry is a 2D domain n with axis 0 z 
- The displacement and stress fields are that of the 3D problem with ext ernal loading 
c~, K3, X3 , K5 and free traction on the boundary an. 
From the limited conditions , it leads to solve the following limited problem : F inding 
{u, £, u} such that: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
c = Sdu +£0 } 
c =def u in n 
equu = 0 
t(u) = 0 on an 
( 4.4) 
where: def is the partial derivative operator "strain"; equ is the partial derivative operator 
"equilibrium" ; t(u) is the tension on the boundary n: t(u) = CJiana ; 
5. CONCEPT OF METIS DISPLACEMENT MODEL 
Let uk be a kinematically admissible displacement field (compatibility within t he ele-
ment and between elements is satisfied) . The corresponding total potential energy is: 
1>(uk) = J V(cfj)dV - J f iufdV - J njO'ijUf dS, (5.1) 
V V Su 
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with the subsidiary condition: 
Ui = Ui on Su 
where: 1 ( ) v-Cij = 2 Ui,j + Uj,i in , 
V(.sfj) - strain energy density; Ji - imposed volume forces; ti = njl'fij - imposed traction 
on Sa . 
The pure displacement model is based on the variation of function (5.1). Assumptions 
are made on the displacement field uk where the requirements of unisolvence are satisfied 
a priori. Consider the hybrid function of stress: 
II(ue, uk) = J W(O"fj)dV - J njO"fjufdS,- J n]ZfijufdS (5.2) 
V S Sa 
with the subsidiary conditions: on Su, 
O"ij,j +Ji = 0 in V, 
where: W ( O"{j) - complement strain energy density; O"ij - internal equilibrium stress field. 
The hybrid elements based on the variation of (5.2) leads to a class named "metis 
displacement elements" . We would like emphasize the fact that the displacement field uk 
that is defined only on the boundary in (5.2) must be the same as in (5.1). That means 
that the unisolvent condition has to be respective to priori. 
6. METIS DISPLACEMENT MODEL FOR THE GENERALIZED PLANE 
STRAIN PROBLEM 
The tension on the interface Si between two contiguous elements De- and De+ of the 
partition De is: 
t(a) = 0 on Si · 
In the technique of the hybrid displacement element, these conditions as well as the equi-
librium boundary condition ( 4.4d) are released while introducing on the edge and the 
interfaces Si a field of Lagrange multipliers u. In the 2D problem, the function (5.2) 
becomes: 
II( a , u) = L r W(a)dD - L J uTt(a)dS - r uTt(a)dS, (6 .1) 
e j De i j S; j an 
where: W(a) = ~aTSda +uT£0 • 
This function can be broken up into a sum of elements: 
Il(O", u) = L IIe(O", u). (6.2) 
e 
We deduce: IIe(a, u) = fnJ~aTSda + <TTc0 )dD - Jane uTt(a)dS. 
In the metis displacement element method, the displacement field is prolonged to the 
interior of each element in a continuous ~anner (unisolvent principle), This principle 
permits the transformati<;m following: 
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j uTt(u)dS = l (uT defu + uT eqwr)dil. 
an. e 
(6.3) 
Taking account (4.4c), we obtain: 
Ile(u , u) = j ( ~uTSdu + u T c0 - uT def u) dil . (6.4) 
rle 
Consider the discretized displacement field: u = N(x)q (6.5) 
where: q is a nodal displacement vector and N(x) is a shape function matrix. 
And the discretized stress field : (} = RR(x)h e, (6.6) 
where: h e is the stress parameter vector unknown of the element ne and RR(x) is a shape 
function matrix of stresses. 
Introducing the discretized displacement and stress fields into (6.4) , we get: 
(6 .7) 
where· F = r RTSdRRdil· v 0 = r RT c-0 dil · G = r BTRRdil 
· e J rle R ' e J rle R'-' ' e J rle ' 
where: B(x) = def N(x) is the matrix that contains derivatives of shape functions. 
The variational equation of ( 6. 7) with respect to he gives: 
(6.8) 
Consider the total variation of structure in (6.2) with respect to nodal displacements 
by taking account (6.7) : 
e e 
where ge is the generalized force of each element , with: 
Replace he1 from (6.8) into (6 .10), we have: ge = K eq - g~, 
where: K e = GeF;1Gr; g~ = GeF; 1v~ 
Introducing (6.11) into (6.9) , we obtain: Kq = g 0 , 
where: K = :Z:::::Ke; g 0 = :z::=g~. 
e e 
(6 .9) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
Resolving the equation system (6.12), we obtain the nodal displacements . The stress 
parameter vector he obtained by (6.8). The displacement and stress fields are calculated 
by the formula (6.5) and (6.6), respectively. 
7. EXAMPLE AND RESULTS 
Considering an equilateral triangular prismatic bar has the mechanical properties as 
following: 
E1 = E2 = E3 = 30 MPa; G12 = G23 = G13 = 12 MPa; v12 = v23 = v13 = 0.25 
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and the unitary torsion angle is e. 
Hammer's 
integral 
points 
a) Mesh 1: 
6 elements 
b) Mesh 2: 
18 elements 
c 
Fig. 2. Meshes of the structure 
The displacements are deduced from (3.1) and (3 .2): 
u(x, y) = O; v(x , y) = O; w(x, y) = ()'lj; . 
c) Mesh 3 
54 elements 
(7.1) 
The cross-section of this structure is modelled by the metis displacement model with 
triangular elements in six nodes. The results obtained are compared with the exact results 
which are calculated by the analytical solution. 
Three meshes with 6, 18 and 54 elements that named coarse, medium and fine mesh 
respectively are used (see in Fig. 2) . 
We present i.n table 1 the displacements in some points of the mesh 1 obtained by the 
present method in comparison with the exact results calculated by (7.1) . 
In the Figs. 3a and 3b, we compare the stresses calculated at Hammer's integral points 
in element 1 of the mesh 1 with the theoretical values obtained by (3 .6) . 
The Figs. 3a and 3b show that the stress curves in the metis method are very suitable 
to those in the analytical method. 
The Fig. 4 presents the displacement w at the 3 edges of the mesh 1. We find that the 
displacement on the edges AB and BC is coincident. It is agreement with the analytical 
solution. 
Table 1. Displacements in some points of the mesh 1 
Point and w w Relative 
co-ordinates (analytical solution) (calculated value) error (3) 
All tops 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Pt 2 (-5/ 3;-1/V3) 
Pt 8 (4/3;-2/v3) 0.57735032 0.400010 30.72 
Pt 18 (1/3;3/ v3) 
Pt 4 (1/3;-3/V3) 
Pt 13 (-5/ 3;1 / v3) -0 .57735032 -0.831670 44.05 
Pt 17 ( 4/3;2/ v3) 
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Fig. 3a. Stress Ty z in the element 1 of the mesh 1 
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Fig. 3b. Stress Txz in the element 1 of the mesh 1 
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We find that the element number of the structure is still very small (6 elements) but 
the results obtained (displacements and stress) are close to the exact results. 
0.8 
0.6 .. 
0.4 
0.2 
3: O · 
-0.2 . 
-0.4 
-0.6 
-0.8 
Edges AB and BC 
. ~ 
- - - -Analysis 
--Metis 
-1 ~--------·---------------------·------ -----~ 
Fig. 4. Displacement w at edges in mesh 1 
To see the convergence of the solution, we consider the stresses at the 3 edges of the 
structure because the stresses at the edges are maximal. Considering the formula (3.6) , 
we find that the stresses of the points which are symmetrical via axis Ox have the same 
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values and in same sign for the component Tyz and same value but in opposite sign for the 
component Txz · The values obtained by the present method give also this result. Then, 
we see only the stresses at 2 edges (AB and BC). 
The values of the stresses on these edges are showed on the Figs. 5 and 6 (where: t is 
the distance from a point on the edge AB or the edge BC to the point A or the point B 
respectively and l is the length of the edge). 
-10 
-15 
-20 . 
I 
0.33 
-x -Analysis 
-o- Mesh 1 
• ·D.· • Mesh 2 
~Mesh3 
0.67 0.75 
-25 .. ~------------------
Fig. 5. Stresses Tyz and Txz on the edge AB 
The Fig. 5 indicates that on the edge AB, the stress Txz is dominant; and the stress 
Tyz is significant. But on the edge BC, the stress Txz is equal zero in theoretically; and 
Tyz becomes dominance (see Fig. 6). 
The Figs. 5 and 6 also show that the results obtained in mesh 1 are rather gross, 
especially at the tops and near the tops of triangular section. The results of mesh 3 are 
coincides with those of the theory. But the results of mesh 2 are acceptable because their 
values are rather concordant with the values of analytical solution. 
5 . 
-~ -Analysis 
-e-Mesh 1 
--,!,-- Mesh 2 
~Mesh3 -15 
-20 .. 
-25 
Fig. 6. Stresses Tyz and Txz on the edge AB 
8. CONCLUSION 
Depend on the theory of generalized plane strain state of Lekhnitskii [1 J, the three--
dimensional problem (3D) was transformed into a problem 2.5D whose geometry is of two-
dimensional and the displacement, strain and stress field of stress are three--dimensional. 
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We find that there is a monotonic convergence of the solutions from mesh 1 to mesh 
3. It means that the more the element number increases, the more the solution of the 
method present reaches the exact solution. In this problem with 18 elements (medium 
mesh) , we can obtain the result very near with the exact result . 
The results of the calculation of displacements and the stresses in the anti-plan mode 
by the metis element are very satisfied. The percentage of relative error to the theoretical 
solution is sometimes very large, but the absolute error remains always limited. The metis 
element , consequently, describes correctly in the anti-plan mode. So, the metis element 
model gives a new method to calculate and analyze structures. 
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SU Dl}NG MO HINH NGO;;\.I LAI D~C BIJ~~T DE GIAI BA.I TOAN 
xoAN CUA THANH LANG TRl} 
Di,ra tren ly thuyet dan hoi cua Lekhnitskii [1], cac cong thuc cua tn;mg thai bien d~ng 
ph/ing tong quat cho bai toan xoan cua thanh Hing tr\l du9'c t hiet l~p. Tu d6 bai toan 
trong kh6ng gian 3 chieu (3D) duqc bien d6i thanh bai toan 2,5 chieu (2,5D). Mo hinh 
ngo~ lai d~c bi~t [3] la cau noi gifra cac mo hlnh co dien m9t tmang va mo hlnh ngo~i 
lai hai tmang. Cac mo hlnh ngo~i lai d~c bi~t c6 cac uu diem cua cac mo hinh c6 dien 
va cac mo hlnh ngo~i lai: cac tfnh chat doi ngau va h(>i t\l m9t each dan di~u cua cac mo 
hlnh thua n tuy va si,r h9i t\l nhanh cua cac mo hlnh ngo~i lai. Bai bao SU d\lng mo hinh 
chuyen v~ ngo~i lai d~c bi~t de giai bai toan xoan ctla thanh lang tr\l sau khi bien doi bai 
toan tu khong gian 3D sang kh6ng gian 2.5D. S\l' phu h9'P cua cac ket qua tfnh toan du9'c 
tlr phuang phap nay vai foi giai chfnh xac bang phuang phap gi3,i tf ch da chi ra S\f dung 
dan clia mo hlnh m&i. 
